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ABSTRACT
Duty-cycling has emerged as the predominant method for
optimizing power consumption of low-power radios, particularly for sensors that transmit sporadically in small bursts.
But duty-cycling is a poor fit for applications involving highrate sensor data from wearable sensors such as IMUs, microphones, and imagers that need to stream data to the cloud
to execute sophisticated machine learning models.
We argue that there is significant room to optimize lowpower radios if we can take advantage of channel dynamics
in short-range settings. However, we face challenges in designing radios that are both efficient at power levels between
µWs and mWs to take advantage of periods of good signal
strength and nimble to deal with highly dynamic channels
resulting from body movements. To achieve this, we propose
radio polymorphism, a radio architecture with tightly integrated passive and active components that allows us to turn
high channel dynamics to our advantage. We leverage passive modes in myriad ways within the network stack, from
minimizing data transfer and control overheads to improving rate selection and enabling channel-aware opportunistic
transmission. We instantiate our design in a full hardwaresoftware prototype, Morpho, and demonstrate up to an order
of improvement in efficiency across diverse scenarios and
applications.

1

INTRODUCTION

Duty-cycling has emerged as the predominant method for
optimizing power consumption of low-power radios. For
example, Bluetooth LE is an optimization of the Bluetooth
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standard that enables rapid connection establishment, transmission of a short burst of information, and rapid disconnection. This rapid transition time makes it possible to mask
the power consumed during active operation of the radio,
which is milliwatts compared to microwatts in sleep mode.
As a result, duty-cycled radios like Bluetooth LE and Zigbee
have become the preferred choice for sensors that transmit
sporadically in small bursts, for example, home temperature monitoring, location beacons, security alarms, humidity
sensors, and other similar IoT devices.
But duty-cycling is insufficient for applications involving
high-rate sensor data from IMUs, ECG, microphones, and
imagers, that are used in wearable and tactile computing
applications. The signals from these devices are noisy and
complex which makes data interpretation a significant challenge [42]. To address this problem, we often need sophisticated machine learning techniques that are more complex
than what we can execute locally and require computational
resources in the cloud. The end result is a growing need for
low-power radios that can support continuous streaming
rather than transfer in short, intermittent bursts.
This trend has significant consequences from a power perspective. Normally, we would expect high-rate sensors to
be the bottleneck in terms of power consumption but this
has changed in recent years. For example, state-of-art lowpower microphones, cameras, IMUs and ECG chips in the
market consume between tens of microwatts and a few milliwatts for continuous sampling [9, 16, 27, 50]. But streaming
communication has not kept pace with sensor developments
— active mode power consumption of low-power radios is
around ten milliwatts, which is an order of magnitude higher
than the sensors. Continuous streaming of sensor data for
real-time applications means that the radio needs to wake
up frequently and cannot batch data before transmission. In
these regimes, the prevailing wisdom of using duty-cycling
to judiciously use the radio is ineffective.
Radio polymorphism: In this paper, we argue that there
is significant room for optimization in the form of large gaps
between received signal strength and receiver sensitivity.
But these gaps often occur at extremely low power levels,
and existing radio-level methods like transmit power control
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are too inefficient in these regimes. The problem is exacerbated by the highly dynamic nature of wireless channels
from wearable peripherals due to body blockage and mobility. Thus, an ideal radio needs to be opportunistic and
take advantage of gaps between signal strength and receive
sensitivity while also being nimble and reacting quickly to
channel degradation.
We argue for a new architectural paradigm for low-power
radios, radio polymorphism, that tightly integrates active
radio components like oscillators and active amplifiers with
passive radio components like backscatter reflectors and envelope detectors. The key advantage of passive components
is that they use extremely simple circuit components thereby
allowing them to scale down power consumption to the microwatt regime. But compared to their active counterparts,
passive radios suffer from lower signal strength, higher signal dynamics, and lower receive sensitivity. In other words,
active radios are robust but inefficient whereas passive radios are efficient but fickle. The central challenge that we
face is integrating active and passive radio components to
accentuate their positives and mask their negatives.
To address this challenge, we take a step back and look
holistically at integrating active and passive components
while balancing energy-efficiency and robustness. Surprisingly, we find that there are several ways to approach the
problem — passive components can be used for minimizing
data transfer and control overheads, improving active bitrate
selection, and enabling channel-aware transmissions, each
leading to different ways of optimizing the overall system.
We put these ideas together in our instantiation of a polymorphic radio, Morpho, and extensively evaluate the benefits
of the radio using benchmarks and trace-driven simulations.
We also demonstrate the benefits of Morpho in two compelling application case studies: a) Morpho-enabled wearable
eye tracking where we combine the radio with the iShadow
eye tracker [28] to optimize gaze tracking performance without increasing the overall power budget, and b) Morphoenabled audio streaming to optimize energy-efficiency without sacrificing audio quality.
Our work is distinct from a long line of work in multiradio wireless communication (see §10). Most existing work
does not specifically target the ultra-low power radio regime
and generally looks at integrating WiFi, Bluetooth, LTE and
other commercial radios at the MAC and transport layers. A
small body of work has explored the integration of passive
components in active radios but for specialized purposes
like wakeup radios and power offload [17, 44]. There have
been only preliminary efforts to design radios that truly
integrate active and passive components [19, 43], and none
that attempt to design the entire stack from hardware to
application layers. Our work is a deep dive into this topic
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Figure 1: Gap between RSS and Rx sensitivity during
short-range communication between a smartwatch
and access point via Bluetooth @ 0dBm output power.
and unifies active and passive components across all layers
of a wireless network stack.
In summary, our work has several contributions:
▶ We present Morpho, a clean-slate re-design of ultralow power radios that integrates active and passive
components such that the modules operate in unison.
Such a design combined with the ability to switch between modes in tens of microseconds allows us to optimize data transfer and control efficiency even under
highly dynamic channel conditions.
▶ We show that Morpho provides 3.8× to 9× improvement in energy efficiency over active radios without
compromising reliability under high channel dynamics
that is typical in mobile and wearable scenarios.
▶ We show that Morpho can improve application-layer
performance with two examples, a video-based wearable eye tracker where accuracy improves by 3× to
5× for a fixed energy budget, and an audio streaming
application where energy efficiency improves by 5.8×
- 10× while minimally sacrificing audio quality.

2

CASE FOR MORPHO

The primary opportunity to save power in low-power radios
stems from the fact that communication is often short range
i.e. within a few meters, whereas low-power radios are often
provisioned to operate at ranges of a few tens of meters. This
leads to a significant gap between received signal strength
and receiver sensitivity that can be leveraged to save power.
Figure 1 illustrates this gap. The blue line corresponds to
the RSS when a wrist-worn sensor is communicating with a
proximate base-station via Bluetooth while a user is performing various gestures. The red dotted line shows the sensitivity
of a typical Bluetooth receiver i.e. the lowest power level at
which the receiver can detect an RF signal and demodulate
data. In general, the receive sensitivity depends on thermal
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noise given the channel bandwidth, the noise added by receiver electronics, and the required signal to noise ratio for
the modulation scheme being used. In the case of Bluetooth,
the thermal noise is -114 dBm for a 1 MHz channel [39] and
the receive sensitivity is around -96 dBm at 1 Mbps [34]. As
a result, in short range settings, the signal strength is often
about 35 dB higher than receive sensitivity.

2.1

Leveraging the RSS-Sensitivity Gap

Thus, we often have a dramatic 30-40 dB gap between the received signal and the receiver sensitivity, but can we convert
the opportunity into comparable power savings? There are
two potential designs that can leverage this gap — transmit
power adaptation and radio duty-cycling.
Transmit softly: Transmit power adaptation essentially
involves reducing power consumption by dropping the output power of the transmitter so that the RSS becomes closer
to the noise floor of the receiver. However, this does not
lead to proportional power savings since the baseline operation of a low-power radio is already at a very low power
level. For example, when a typical low-power radio transmits
at 0dBm (i.e. output power of 1mW), the RF analog circuit
consumes only around 5-10mW. If we wanted to reduce the
output power from 0dBm to -30dBm (i.e. 1mW to 1µW) to
take advantage of the gap, then we would need the RF analog
circuit to operate at 10µW to achieve proportional power
savings. But this is not possible due to the constant overheads of the active elements in a radio. In fact, the oscillator
alone in a low-power radio consumes a few hundred microwatts, so power efficiency would be less than 1% when
the output power is 1 µW [29]. Any other active elements
like active mixers would only add to this overhead. Some of
this inefficiency is apparent when we measure commercial
low-power radios. For example, the Nordic nRF52840 BLE
chip [34] draws 4.8mA when the transmit power level is
0 dBm and 2.3 mA at -40 dBm i.e. a 50% reduction in current
draw for a four orders of magnitude reduction in transmit
power. Thus, the fixed costs of a low-power radio swamp
any gains that can be achieved by reducing transmit power.
Transmit rapidly: Radio duty-cycling involves transmitting at as high a bitrate as possible and saving energy by
sleeping for longer. A higher speed PHY achieves lower
power consumption (given that the same amount of data
is transferred) since the radio-on time is reduced without
changing transmit power. This is the approach used by virtually all low-power IoT radios. For example, BLE is typically
configured to operate at either 1 Mbps or 2 Mbps to reduce
power consumption.
But duty-cycling has two side-effects. The first is that the
radio has no visibility into channel variations during radiooff periods. This means that mechanisms like rate adaptation
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are less effective in a duty-cycled radio since the channel
may have changed since the last radio-on period. As a result,
bitrates are often set to a fixed value in duty-cycled radios.
The second is that constant overheads are significant for
each wakeup. For example, a typical BLE radio goes through
several stages during each wakeup cycle including MCU
wakeup and shutdown, BLE protocol stack preparations and
processing, and the radio on-off transitions [22]. The actual
data transmission consumes only a fraction of the overall
energy during each wakeup. These constant overheads can
be masked if the messages are infrequent as is the case with
BLE or when we can batch data to amortize the overheads.
But they cannot be masked when streaming sensor data to
the edge cloud. For example, real-time streaming of data
from a microphone to an edge cloud (8 kHz sampling rate @
16 bits/sample) via a 2 MHz Bluetooth radio would involve
thousands of wakeups per second.

2.2

The Morpho Approach

We propose a new design paradigm that combines active
radio architectures (i.e. RF oscillators, I/Q receivers, active
mixers, power amplifiers, and low-noise amplifiers) with
passive radio architectures (i.e. backscatter transmitters and
envelope detectors). Such a design allows us to tackle the
above issues in two ways. First, the constant overheads are
a non-issue for passive radio architectures which do not
have active components. Second, passive transmitters and
receivers can operate in always-on mode and do not have
to be duty-cycled since there is virtually no energy cost to
using them. These advantages open up new possibilities in
terms of how we can design low-power streaming radios.
But passive radios present a number of challenges that
make it non-trivial to design an integrated active-passive
architecture. In the case of a passive transmitter (i.e. backscatter), the main issue is substantially higher path-loss. Since
the backscatter signal has to traverse the forward path and
the reverse path, the attenuation is exponentially greater
than an active radio where the signal only needs to traverse
the forward path. In effect, this is a double-whammy since
the signal average is considerably lower than an active radio,
and the signal dynamics is a considerably exaggerated version as that for an active radio. The challenge is not limited to
the transmitter — a passive receiver (envelope detector) also
presents problems since its sensitivity is often considerably
lower than an active receiver. Thus, when we integrate these
two vastly different radio architectures, we need to carefully
consider how we accentuate their positives and mask their
idiosyncracies in-order to improve performance.
Morpho presents a unification of active and passive modules into a single radio that transparently switches across
these modules to optimize energy-efficiency without losing
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Figure 2: We illustrate the main ideas in Morpho for uplink transmission. Active-assisted Backscatter shows the
case where backscatter works at sufficiently high bitrate most of the time, so the active radio is only needed as
backup when backscatter fails. Backscatter-assisted Active shows the case where backscatter cannot support a
high bitrate for data, but it can be used at very low bitrate for zero-power channel measurements. This enhanced
visibility allows us to choose the best bitrate and time to use the active radio, thereby improving efficiency.
robustness. The application is agnostic to the manner in
which Morpho switches between modules even when it includes rapid transitions needed to handle highly dynamic
channels that are typical in mobile situations. Our vision is
to enable a deep stack integration, where the physical layer,
protocol layer, and application layer are all re-architected
to squeeze the most out of opportunities to use passive radio modes without sacrificing the intrinsic robustness of
low-power active radios.

3

DESIGN RATIONALE & KEY INSIGHTS

How should we combine active and passive modes to design a
unified radio? When considering the answer to this question,
we found that there are two distinct approaches to unify the
two modes. We describe these approaches in this section.

3.1

Active-Assisted Passive

The first method for combining active and passive modes is
somewhat evident — use the passive mode whenever available for data transfer since it has better energy-efficiency
and use the active mode to smooth out periods when the
passive mode is flaky. We refer to this mode as active-assisted
passive since passive is the preferred data transfer mode and
active is backing it up by filling connectivity gaps.
Let us first consider the case of a peripheral (e.g. IoT sensor) transmitting to a central station (e.g. access point) via
a polymorphic radio. Here, the choice is between transmitting via a (passive) backscatter transmitter or via an (active)
I/Q transmitter. This scenario is shown in Figure 2(a) — the

bold line is the active signal strength and the grey line is the
backscatter version of the same signal. The dotted horizontal
line represents the receive sensitivity at a desired data rate,
100kbps in this example. The backscatter signal has lower
RSS and higher signal variation compared to the active signal, but despite this the signal is mostly above the receiver
sensitivity and can be decoded. In this case, backscatter can
be used for data transmission most of the time with active being used as backup whenever the backscatter signal strength
goes below the receive sensitivity.
We note that there are several parameters that can be
tuned to change the operating region shown in the figure.
The first is the carrier signal power from the central station.
The second is the acceptable bitrate — the receive sensitivity
line in Figure 2(a) can be lowered if the acceptable bitrate
for the passive mode is less than the stated 100 kbps figure.
This approach is equally applicable to the case of a peripheral receiving data from the central station. Here, the
peripheral has to decide whether to use the (passive) envelope detector or to use an (active) I/Q detector. In an activeassisted passive approach, the peripheral uses the passive
mode whenever the received signal is strong enough to use
the passive envelope detector as the primary receiver, and
the active mode kicks in when the signal falls below the
sensitivity of the passive receiver (at the desired bitrate).

3.2

Passive-assisted Active

While active-assisted passive is ideal under conditions where
the passive modes offer sufficient throughput, there are often
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4

MORPHO PHY LAYER

The main challenge at the PHY layer is how to seamlessly
integrate passive and active radio components so that they
can transparently switch between various modes without the
application perceiving the switching behavior. To accomplish
this, we design the Morpho hardware to enable rapid and
seamless switching.
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conditions where bitrate offered by the passive mode is too
low. For example, when active RSS is -65 dBm, the corresponding active bitrate for 16-QAM modulation is 4 Mbps
whereas the corresponding backscatter bitrate would be
∼5 kbps. Thus, there are often scenarios where the difference
in throughput between active and passive mode is too high
for active-assisted passive to be practical. The question we
ask is whether we can still leverage the passive modes to
improve performance in these situations.
Our main insight is that even though backscatter may be
impractical for supporting data transfer, it can still be useful
for channel measurement at extremely low bitrates.
Let us again consider the case of a peripheral transmitting to a central station via a polymorphic radio. In order
to measure the channel, a short training sequence of a few
bits can be transmitted, and the RSS estimated by obtaining
the correlation between the received signal and the training
sequence. Since the training sequence can be as short as a
few bits, the backscatter bitrate can be as low as a few kilobits/second which can allow it to operate at longer distances
(e.g. 75 m @ 2.9 kbps [49]). Figure 2(b) illustrates this idea —
the grey line corresponding to backscatter RSS is below the
receive sensitivity when operating at 100 kbps but mostly
higher than the sensitivity when transmitting at 3 kbps.
The central benefit of being able to use backscatter for
channel measurement is enhanced visibility into the channel
at near-zero power consumption. The additional visibility
allows us to be more judicious about use of the active radio
in two ways: a) we can select the best bitrate for the active
radio even after a long sleep gap, and b) we can select the best
times to wakeup the active radio by choosing times when
the RSS is strongest. The figure shows these advantages — by
leveraging backscatter for channel visibility, we can choose
the best active bitrates (the line-segments) and the best times
for active transmission (the peaks).
We note that this approach does not directly translate to
the scenario where the peripheral is receiving data from the
central station. This is because an envelope detector does not
provide signal strength information, so cannot be used for
channel measurement. Therefore, we use passive-assisted
active solely for uplink transmission from the peripheral to
the central station.
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Figure 3: The building blocks of Morpho hardware.
To illustrate the need for a new design, we start with a
strawman solution for an active-passive radio that simply
connects an active radio like BLE together with a passive
radio (e.g. WISP), and switches between these two as needed
(similar to BLISP [19]).
Such a design is inefficient due to the lack of configurability. Virtually all radio ICs have the TX and RX components
tied together, and do not provide us the freedom to mix-andmatch different possibilities. For example, low-power active
radios like BLE turn on both the TX and RX components
when they switch on from sleep mode since they assume that
active-mode ACKs will follow the data packet. In addition,
most commercial radios incur setup delays upon receiving
a command, which makes it difficult to rapidly switch between the different modes. In contrast, our goal is to have
the freedom to rapidly switch between all four combinations
of passive rx/tx and active rx/tx.

4.1

Morpho Sensor Architecture

Morpho is designed for one-hop asymmetric settings where
the peripheral (e.g. IoT sensor or mobile accessory) is resourceconstrained whereas the central station (e.g. access point or
edge cloud) is resource-rich. We first describe the radio architecture on the peripheral shown in Figure 3 (upper block).
Morpho TX: The Morpho transmitter is equipped with an
ultra-low power RF oscillator that shares the antenna path
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with a backscatter transmitter allowing us to turn on the
oscillator and send data in an on-demand manner without
incurring additional overheads.
The figure also shows the channel measurement circuit
for the backscatter-assisted active mode. Channel measurement using low-rate backscatter can be implemented as a
simple shift register in hardware since a fixed set of bits
are backscattered each time to measure the channel. This
makes it extremely low power (similar to an RFID tag) since
it avoids the overhead of waking up the MCU.
Morpho RX: On the receiver end, the radio has a switch
between an envelope detector receiver and an active ASK
receiver (which shares the oscillator used by active transmitter). One notable design issue that we encountered was
that the envelope detector receiver needs to be tuned to specific bitrates (and consequently operating ranges) — high
bitrates need low RC constants and long ranges need high
RC constants. This is different from a backscatter transmitter
which can transmit at different rates simply by toggling the
RF transistor at different speeds. Thus, we were presented
with a tradeoff between bitrate and range.
We therefore used two envelope detectors — one specifically tuned for data transfer and the second tuned for longer
range and lower rate operation. This is shown in Figure 3,
where a second envelope detector (in red) is tailored for low
rate control messages where range is more important than
rate. A significant sensitivity gap can be expected between
these two detectors — for example, a state-of-art detector
for rates of 100 kbps has a receive sensitivity of -50 dBm
whereas a detector for low rates of a few kbps has a receive
sensitivity of -68 dBm [52].

4.2

Morpho Central Station Architecture

The Morpho central station (or base station) is a more powerhungry system since it needs to generate the carrier whenever the peripheral is operating in backscatter mode. The
architecture of the central station resembles that of a typical
backscatter reader but with the difference that it can switch
between being generating a carrier when needed to support
backscatter at the peripheral and operating as a standard
active receiver when the peripheral is transmitting in active mode. The central station needs methods to deal with
self-interference when generating the carrier for backscattering from the peripheral since the carrier can overwhelm
the weak backscattered response from the peripheral. There
are many approaches to perform carrier cancellation [17];
Figure 3 (lower block) shows an approach that relies on a
circulator [39].
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Figure 4: Prediction model for deciding whether to use
active or passive mode. The figure shows input coming
from the backscatter and active RSSI. Since only one
of them is used in a given slot, we have to impute readings before feeding the values to the predictor. Since
backscatter and active RSSI are roughly linearly related, we can impute using a simple function.

5

MORPHO MAC LAYER

We now have a radio that can rapidly switch between active
and passive modules but we now need to orchestrate these
components to optimize robustness and energy-efficiency.
Morpho is a master – slave system where the central station
controls the operation of the peripheral and makes decisions
regarding the TX and RX modes of the peripheral. Thus,
the MAC layer is based on a simple TDMA protocol that is
driven by the central station similar to other backscatterbased protocols.
We first describe the decision engine is responsible for
tracking channel dynamics and deciding between the various
passive and active modes and then the MAC layer protocol
that provides the rubric for switching between the modes.

5.1

Decision Engine

The decision engine is responsible for tracking channel dynamics and deciding between the various passive and active
modes. The decision engine has two key components as
shown in Figure 4.
Imputation of active and backscatter RSS: A unique
feature of the Morpho decision engine is that it has visibility
into the channel even when the active radio is not being
used. However, since the active and backscatter radios are
interleaved, we have RSS for only one of these radio modes
for each slot and have to impute the missing data. The imputation function leverages the fact that Active Tx incurs only
one-way pathloss whereas Backscatter Tx incurs two-way
pathloss. There are also several constant offsets due to carrier self-interference and transmit power level but these are
known a priori and can be accounted for.
To deal with noise, we impute not only using the RSS in a
particular slot but also the RSS of previous N-1 slots. In slots
for which we have no information i.e. when backscatter or
active fails entirely, we use a pre-defined RSS that is below
the detection threshold of the receiver. The output of the

Active RSS (dBm)
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Figure 5: A linear relationship is observed between the
backscatter RSS and active RSS.
imputation is the smoothed active and backscatter RSS for
the past N slots.
Figure 5 shows the relationship between Backscatter and
Active RSS for communication between a smartwatch to
base-station during normal movements. We can see that the
relationship is generally quite linear (in dB) since links are
symmetric at short ranges and the forward and reverse path
are typically the same. However, there is more measurement
error when we are near the receive sensitivity of our measurement infrastructure since the noise levels are higher.
Prediction engine: Given the imputed signal, the prediction engine makes the following decisions: a) for data
messages, it needs to decide between backscatter data, active
data, and no data (i.e. just measure channel via backscatter), and b) for control messages, it needs to decide between
passive high-rate receiver, passive long-range receiver, and
active receiver.
The prediction engine first looks at the most recent backscatter RSS measurement and if it is above the threshold for transmitting data via backscatter at the desired bitrate, then it
decides to send immediately via backscatter. Since backscatter has very low cost, there is nothing to be gained by waiting
for a better RSS. If backscatter for data is not a viable option, it needs to decide whether to send immediately with
one of the active modes or wait for a better RSS (within an
application-defined latency window).
In order to do so, the prediction engine needs to look at the
trends in RSS variations by using all measured RSS samples
within the several past time windows. Let us define T to be
the time (in slots) from the current slot until a better RSS
will appear for the first time. We compute the probability
distribution of T , given two parameters: the current RSS, and
the current RSS slope. We define segments in the 2-D space
of RSS values and slopes and obtain the distribution of T
for every cell. Given the distribution, our goal is basically
to determine whether at the current slot there is a high
probability of having a better RSS before the window ends.

and if it is below a threshold (80% in our implementation),
the decision is to send via active at the bitrate determined
by the imputation process, and if not, the decision is to wait.
Note that waiting is the same as measuring the channel via
low-rate backscatter, so we continue to have visibility into
the channel.

5.2

MAC Layer Protocol

At the protocol level, we design an integrated MAC layer that
is able to switch between four modes — Active TX, Active
RX, Backscatter TX and Passive RX — as and when needed
based on the results of the decision engine.
Since Morpho is a master – slave system, the central node
needs to inform the peripheral regarding which mode to use.
To enable this, every slot is partitioned to a small control
sub-slot during which the central node sends the control
commands to the peripheral, and a bigger data sub-slot for
sending or receiving data bits.
Figure 6 shows a sequence of slots in the case of uplink data
transfer from the peripheral to the central station. During the
control sub-slot, the central station sends a command to the
peripheral which provides information about: a) the uplink
mode and bitrate, and b) the downlink mode and bitrate, and
c) an ACK for the data transfer that occurred in the previous
slot. Each of these is only a few bits, so the overhead is small.
The figure shows cases where the peripheral transmits uplink
data using backscatter (top), performs a backscatter channel
measurement using shift register (middle), and transmits
uplink data using active mode (bottom).
To ensure robustness, we fallback to the active modes
when failures occur in the passive modes. In particular, the
control channel needs to be as reliable as possible since it
drives the behavior of the system. Therefore, whenever the
passive receiver fails in the control sub-slot, the peripheral
switches to the active receiver in the subsequent control
sub-slot. Since the control sub-slot is generally much smaller
than the data sub-slot, overall power efficiency is not significantly compromised by using an active receiver for control.
If backscatter transmission in the data sub-slot fails, then the
decision of whether to retransmit or switch to active mode is
provided by the central station in the next control sub-slot.

6

RE-THINKING APPLICATION DESIGN

Unlike typical low-power radios which offer some limited
capability to tune power consumption, Morpho is unique in
that its power consumption can vary by three orders of magnitude depending on whether active or passive modes are
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being used. We now describe two ways in which applications
can leverage this power gap to improve performance.

Eye tracking with adaptive sampling: Morpho can also
be used in concert with the application — as the radio adapts
to dynamics and adjusts its operating point along the active–
passive spectrum, the application layer can also adjust its
computation and sensing decisions to leverage the ultralow power operation in passive modes. This adds a new
dimension to how we opportunistically use cloud and local
resources to improve application performance.
We illustrate these advantages with a case study involving a wearable eye tracker [28] that uses sparse sampling to
sample pixels from an imager, and uses a neural network to

pupil
parameters

Figure 7: Eye tracking with cloud offload. Depending on which radio is available, the eye tracker either
densely samples the pixels or sparsely samples them
to transmit to the edge cloud for processing. Thus, it
adapts accuracy based on channel dynamics.

Figure 6: The Morpho MAC layer. Three exchanges
are shown. (top) central station commands peripheral to use backscatter uplink in next data sub-slot
and envelope detector downlink in next control subslot. (middle) central station asks peripheral to use active uplink, (bottom) peripheral asked to use low-rate
backscatter to measure channel.

Quality-Power tradeoffs in audio streaming: The most
straightforward way in which an application can use Morpho
is to use the passive radio whenever it provides sufficient
bandwidth. Morpho then uses the passive mode whenever
RSS is high enough to support the required throughput, and
if that is not possible, it tries to use the passive mode for
channel measurement. If the passive mode does not work at
all, it exclusively uses the active radio as a traditional lowpower radio. To illustrate this approach, we consider audio
streaming using an application like Skype or Pandora which
can leverage Morpho to tradeoff application performance
for significant gains in power consumption. Audio streaming typically operates at low rates of 32–64kbps for speech
and 128kbps for audio, and such bandwidth is frequently
achievable using passive communication at short range. This
gives Morpho the opportunity to leverage passive communication aggressively and tradeoff a small reduction in audio
perception quality for substantial power gains.

Edge cloud

pixels
RF"spli5er/combiner"

Control message
Backscatter data

Envelope detectors

Figure 8: Morpho prototype

compute gaze parameters as shown in Figure 7. In this example, a polymorphic radio can be used to adapt the amount of
energy used for sensing vs communication. If more energy
is expended for communication via an active radio, then the
eye tracker can reduce the pixels sampled and transmit fewer
pixels to reduce the overhead of using the the active radio. If
less energy is consumed for communication via backscatter,
then the camera can be sampled more densely, and these
pixels transmitted cheaply to an edge cloud for processing.
Thus, by working in concert with the radio, the application
layer can improve its accuracy.

7

IMPLEMENTATION

The main challenge that we faced in implementing Morpho
is the complexity of building a radio and its protocol stack
from the ground up. Our design has many non-traditional requirements including: a) power adaptation from microwatts
to milliwatts, b) configurability to enable arbitrary combinations of active and passive modes with tiny switching
overheads, and c) multiple backscatter transmission subsystems and multiple envelope detectors tuned for different
purposes. The combination of these meant that the use of
off-the-shelf components and transceivers were essentially
off the table.

Polymorphic Radio
Trace
T1 : Wrist IMU

T2 : Lapel Audio
T3 : Eyeglass camera

T4 : Audio download
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Description
Streaming data from a Smartwatch Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) to central station for gesture
recognition. Streaming 100 samples/second from a nine-axis IMU. Medium average throughput of
10 kbps.
Streaming audio from a lapel sensor for dialog-based applications. Streaming audio at 4 kHz. High
average throughput of 32 kbps.
Streaming video from low power camera on an eyeglass for first-person vision applications. Streaming
video at 30 (sub)frames per second - every (sub)frame consists of 800 pixels. Average throughput of
240 kbps.
Same scenario as T2 but audio is streamed from the central device to peripheral (e.g. music).

Table 1: Description of experimental traces. In all cases, we assume that the data is streamed roughly sample-bysample with a low latency of 30ms. In each case, we collect simultaneous channel information in both passive
and active modes, allowing us to compare strategies.

7.1

Morpho prototype

One issue we encountered was that ultra-low power RF oscillators with tight sleep-active transition times were not
available as stand-alone components for PCB-level integration. Hence, we custom-designed a Collpitt LC oscillator and
integrated it with the backscatter radio (RF oscillator block
in Figure 3). The oscillator was first designed in ADS simulation environment in order to tune its LC components as well
as the lengths of micro-strip tracks to the right frequency
and output power, then implemented on a PCB with an NXP
BFU690F NPN RF transistor [35]. The Collpitt oscillator that
we designed has an output power of +1.1 dBm and wakeup
time of 25-35 µs, and generates a 910MHz carrier.
For completeness, we also mention other components of
the design. We use a ADG902 SPST RF switch [3] is used
as backscatter switch, and HSMS-285C Schottky diodes [6]
are used in the envelope detectors. An ADEX-10L+ passive
mixer [31] is used for implementing higher order ASK modulations to change the active bitrate as needed. Also, ADG919
SPDT RF switches [4] are used in order to multiplex between
the [Tx/Rx ⇄ antenna] paths and to switch between active
and passive modes. Finally, an ADP-2-10+ RF power splitter [32] is used to split the Tx and Rx paths to the antenna,
and we use a W1910 1dBi small whip antenna [40] as our
antenna for Morpho prototype.
On the digital side, the packetizer, MAC layer controller,
and the low bit rate sequence generator used for measurement is implemented externally on a AGLN250 low power
FPGA development board [30], which connects to the prototype via the connectors shown in Figure 8.

7.2

Base station implementation

Our base-station is built based on a X300 USRP [13] operating at +30 dBm carrier. Since the base-station must be able
to work in both backscatter and active modes, we use an
ADG902 evaluation board [3] to turn on and off the carrier.

The entire decision engine and data decoding stack is implemented inside a Mac mini computer that is connected to
the USRP and to the ADG902 switch. The UBX-40 daughter
board has -100 dBm noise level for 1 MHz bandwidth.
On the software side, we run our switching and control
tasks in MATLAB, and transfer raw IQ samples from USRP
to the MATLAB environment using a TCP socket. There is a
200 µs-300 µs latency in the connection, which has a small
effect on overall performance. Within MATLAB, we implemented several software modules including backscatter RSSI
measurement, active RSSI measurement, ASK demodulation,
data imputation, and prediction engine.

8

EVALUATION

Our evaluation uses a combination of trace-driven evaluation and real experiments. Since we need to compare many
different communication strategies on the same underlying
channel dynamics, our benchmark and comparison results
are evaluated on traces where we simultaneously collected
data from the active and passive radios. The application studies are based on a live implementation.

8.1

Hardware micro-benchmarks

We start with hardware micro-benchmarks before showing
overall performance results. Table 2 benchmarks the performance of Morpho at the hardware level. The most important optimization is the ability to switch within tens of
microseconds between passive and active modes allowing
us to respond swiftly to channel dynamics. The result also
shows that we operate at extremely low power levels while
measuring the channel via backscatter. We also see that our
Colpitt oscillator performs efficiently at output power levels
typically used by low-power radios.
The table also shows the benefits of using both a highrate but short-range detector and a long-range but low-rate
detector. The fast detector supports good bitrates of 32 kbps
to 128 kbps but can only operate at high RSS levels of roughly
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100
T1

Energy efficiency (bits/nJ)

Component
Performance
Mode Switching - Latency
30 µs
Mode Switching - Power
5.2 mW
Active mode
5.2 mW @ 1.1 dBm
Backscatter TX (data)
50 µW
Backscatter TX (measurement)
10 µW
Passive RX (env. detector)
10 µW
— Env. Detector 1
< 32kbps, -28dBm sens.
— Env. Detector 2
32–128kbps, -20dBm sens.
Table 2: Morpho micro-benchmarks showing lowpower operation and tight switching latency.
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Morpho vs. active and passive radios

In this section, we validate our claim is that Morpho provides
the robustness of active radios and the efficiency of passive
radios. To do so, we compare Morpho against a duty-cycled
fully active radio and against a fully passive radio.
Data traces: In-order to perform a fair comparison between the three schemes under the same channel conditions,
we obtain four traces corresponding to exemplar applications
that involve high rate communication from or to wearable
device (as shown in Table 1). Of these, the first three are
upload-intensive and increase in data rate from T1 to T3 and
the last one (T4 ) is download-intensive. For each of these
traces, we collect simultaneous channel information in both
passive and active modes, allowing us to compare strategies.
We use a scripted procedure to collect these traces. We
first divided the whole experimental area which is a large
7m × 6m room to three sub-regions based on the distance to
the reader: Short-distance (∼ two meters), Medium-distance
(∼ four meters), and Long-distance (∼ six to seven meters).
Then, we designated 10 locations in each sub-region in order
to cover the space of distances between the Morpho node
and the base station. For each trace, we placed Morpho at the
appropriate spot on the body and walked between the predefined locations while spending 30 seconds at each location.
We also scripted a set of natural gestures to be performed at
each location including natural movements of the hand while
picking up an object, moving the head and hands normally
while speaking, and turning the body.
In-order to evaluate the three methods over these traces,
we implemented the complete Morpho MAC layer in MATLAB with parameters obtained from hardware micro-benchmarks.
To avoid differences across hardware platforms, we assume
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Figure 9: Energy Efficiency v.s. Packet loss rate of Passive, Active, and Morpho for all traces.
Energy efficiency (bits/7J)
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T4
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-20 dBm whereas the slow detector operates down to -28 dBm
but only supports bitrates of up to 32 kbps. The combined
detector covers the superset of the two receivers.

T2

2000

Duty-cyled Active
(1) Backscatter-assisted Active Tx
(1) + (2) Active-assisted Backscatter Tx
(1) + (2) + Active-Passive Rx (Morpho)

1500
1000
500
0

Short dist.

Medium dist.

Long dist.

Figure 10: The effect of distance on the contribution of
each building block towards overall energy efficiency
(for Wrist IMU trace, T1 ).
that active and passive are executing over the Morpho hardware prototype. We assume a 1 ms TDMA slot size (roughly
the size of an EPC Gen 2 slot [53]).
Overall performance: Figure 9 shows the packet loss rate
vs. power consumption of the three methods. Duty-cycled
Active and Morpho methods have very low loss rates (0.1%%1.5), whereas Fully Passive has 25% – 50% loss rate. Note
that Morpho has marginally higher loss rate than active because of occasional decision engine errors such as choosing
passive rather than active, or too high a bitrate for active
communication. In terms of energy-efficiency, Morpho is
between 2.5× — 5× more efficient than duty-cycled active
radios depending on the specific trace. These results validate
that Morpho provides a balance of robustness and efficiency
by intelligently using the two radio modes.
We now breakdown the above results in several ways to
better understand the contribution of various building blocks
of Morpho to the overall performance.
Results by distance: Morpho works best at shorter distances where passive modes can be heavily relied upon for
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Figure 11: Gains due to each of the building blocks
of Morpho for short-range communication. Gains are
computed relative to Duty-cycled Active on that particular trace.

transmission and reception of data. Figure 10 illustrates this
effect in the instance of the Wrist IMU scenario (T2 ). We
see that largest gains for Morpho come at short distances
where backscatter can be heavily used for data transfer. At
this distance, Morpho is about 9.1× more efficient than an
active-only approach. At larger distances, the benefits are
roughly equal for active-assisted backscatter and backscatterassisted active and the improvement is about 3.3× — 5.6×.
Since T2 primarily involves data upload from the peripheral
to the central station, the contribution of the active-passive
receiver is low.
Breaking down the benefits: We now look at how the
building blocks of Morpho contribute to the overall performance. Figure 11 compares the contribution of the different
building blocks of Morpho normalized against the power
consumption of duty-cycled active for that specific trace. We
zoom into the short-range part of all traces since all the building blocks of Morpho work together in this regime. The figure shows the contribution of the three main innovations in
Morpho — active-assisted backscatter (i.e. using backscatter
for data), backscatter-assisted active (i.e. using backscatter
for measurement), and use of active-passive receivers for
control. For reference, we also show an omniscient version
of our decision engine that can predict the perfect policy.
The contribution of different building blocks varies across
the traces. Let us first look at the upload-intensive traces T1
— T3 . Backscatter-assisted Active provides a steady benefit
of roughly 2.5× across these traces. In contrast, the benefit
from Active-assisted Backscatter is roughly 6× for T1 and T2
whereas it is only 1.6× for T3 . This is because the data rate is
lower for T1 and T2 , hence there is more time to wait until
channel conditions improve such that the passive mode can
be used. Let us now look at the download-intensive trace T4 .
Here, almost all of the 4.5× improvement comes from activepassive receiver rather than from transmitter optimizations.

Figure 12: Comparison of Morpho against BLISP [19].
We also see that Morpho performs close to the omniscient
scheme that has perfect knowledge of channel conditions.
Impact of rapid switching: One of the advantages that
Morpho provides is the ability to switch rapidly in a manner
transparent to upper layers. We now look at the benefits of
rapid switching for the different traces.
Trace

T1
T2
T3
T4
Active
33% 44% 64% 53%
Data Slot
Passive 67% 56% 36% 47%
Active
25% 36% 47% 34%
Control Slot
Passive 75% 64% 53% 46%
Switch rate (per second) 11.1 15.4 19.3 21.4
Table 3: Percentage of time spent in active and passive
modes in data/control slots, and aggregate switching
rate in each trace)

Table 3 shows the rate and fraction of switching between
different modes for the traces. We see that switches between
the two modes are frequent and occur roughly 10–20 times
per second. This validates the need for a radio that can rapidly
transition between modes to adapt to a dynamic channel
in-order to minimize energy overheads while providing a
unified abstraction of a single radio to upper layers.
To further illustrate the benefits of fast switching, we contrast Morpho against BLISP [19], which combines a BLE
active radio with a WISP passive radio [46]. BLISP relies
on an algorithm similar to active-assisted backscatter i.e.
it uses backscatter mode when available and active mode
when backscatter fails. Since BLISP relies on commodity
radios, it has high switching latency and incurs more overhead for transition between modes. We empirically measured
the switching latency and power from deep sleep to active
mode for BLE (560µs & 11.3mW respectively), and use these
parameters for the BLISP comparison.
Figure 12 shows that Morpho is 8.5× to 14.8× more efficient than BLISP across the traces, and even the activeassisted backscatter component within Morpho is, by itself,
between 2.4× – 5.1× more efficient. This is because Morpho
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Method
Gaze Err (all dist.) Gaze Err (short dist.)
Active
9.1 ± 5.7
8.8 ± 6.0
Backscatter
17.8 ± 8.6
10.6 ± 7.4
Morpho
3.6 ± 3.4
2.7 ± 2.7
Table 5: Optimizing eye tracking with Morpho.

Figure 13: Prototype of eye tracker with Morpho
is far more nimble than BLISP with tight switching capability,
but also because it has several additional design elements
including backscatter-assisted active and active-passive control optimization.
Energy Efficiency (bits/µJ)
T1
T2
T3
T4
Baseline (use prev. slot RSSI) 685 545 321 244
Morpho Prediction
1092 968 535 556
Table 4: Benefits of prediction.
Method

Benefits of predicting active channel: We now look
at the benefit of our prediction scheme against a baseline
method that assumes that the RSS for the current slot is the
same as the RSS for the previous slot. Table 4 shows that our
prediction method improves energy efficiency of Morpho by
roughly two times over the naïve prediction method which
cannot deal with a dynamic channel.

8.3

update (at 30Hz frame rate). The tracker adjusts the sampling
rate depending on available budget — when communication
costs more, it samples less and vice-versa. We follow the
same procedure that we used to collect the traces in Table 1
i.e. we move around a room in a scripted manner with the
main difference being that we were running a live version
of the eye tracker.
Table 5 shows that Morpho reduces gaze error by about 3×
over an active-only approach and 4–5× over a backscatteronly approach (both at short distance and across all distances). The improvements occur because Morpho is able
to use energy saved in communication on sensing, thereby
transmitting more samples and improving accuracy.
Short distance All distance
MOS bits/nJ MOS bits/nJ
Active
4.4
0.17
4.3
0.17
Backscatter 2.85
100
2.51
100
Morpho
4.1
1.74
4.0
0.98
Table 6: Audio voice quality over Morpho versus dutycycled active and backscatter-only.
Method

Application-layer Performance

We now consider two applications that leverage Morpho and
evaluate how the radio can improve their performance. The
results in this section are based on a full hardware-software
integration to enable live experimentation.
Eye tracking: Here, we illustrate the benefits of Morpho
for an eye tracker whose sampling decisions are varied based
on the current power consumed by the radio. We integrated
Morpho with an eye tracker as shown in Figure 13.
While a complete description of the eye tracking mechanism and hardware can be found in [28], we describe salient
details to understand the results. Briefly, the eye tracker is
able to sample the imager at different resolutions and extract user gaze location by running neural network models
trained for different sampling patterns. Clearly, accuracy
depends on the sampling resolution and varies from a gaze
error of 10—15 pixels at 77 pixels/frame to 0—3 pixels at 1984
pixels/frame, where error is the euclidean distance between
actual and predicted gaze location.
For this evaluation, we assume that the eye tracker device
has a fixed power budget of 100µW for every gaze location

Voice audio streaming: We now look at streaming voice
audio over Morpho (upload from peripheral to central station). For this experiment, we attached Morpho to a shirt
(convenient location for microphone) and transmitted a stored
audio stream via the different modes. We use typical audio
streaming parameters (40kbps rate, 125 byte audio packets,
and 30ms latency). We followed the same procedure as the
eye tracking example in terms of moving across different
locations in the room while the data was being transmitted.
We then computed the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) of the
audio stream [41].
Table 6 shows that MOS score is marginally lower than for
the active radio (primarily because of bit rate changes when
switching between active and passive modes) but energy
efficiency is four times higher across all distances and an
order of magnitude higher at short distance. Backscatter has
considerably lower MOS score but it has very high energyefficiency. Thus, Morpho is able to take advantage of the
channel to improve energy efficiency without significant
impact on application-level performance.

Polymorphic Radio
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DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

We briefly discuss some additional issues that we did not
cover in the rest of this paper.
RF tuning and hardware optimization: We expect that
the performance of Morpho can be increased substantially
with better RF optimization. Other work has reported tens
of meters backscatter range and higher sensitivity passive
detectors [18, 33, 49, 52]. Such improvements can extend
our techniques to larger sized areas (e.g. multiple rooms
or a home), and also allow us to reduce carrier transmit
power levels such that battery-powered mobile devices like
smartphones can take the role of the central station.
Frequency-hopping in Morpho: The main issue to consider when extending our architecture to frequency-hopping
spread spectrum radios is the fact that passive radios are not
frequency selective. Frequency hopping can be enabled on
the passive transmitter side (i.e. backscatter), by leveraging
frequency shifting and recent advances in single-sideband
backscattering [20]. These methods only add a small amount
of complexity and power to our design. One area that needs
more research to complete this design is the question of
how to endow the passive receiver with similar frequency
hopping capabilities.
One way to circumvent this issue is to use a dedicated
channel for passive communication, and allow active communication to proceed with frequency hopping. The advantage
of such decoupling is that we can use passive components
like a SAW filter tuned to the specific channel before the
passive receiver to make it frequency selective [17]. But this
method restricts us to a single channel for passive communication which might be scalable to large networks.

10

RELATED WORK

We briefly review relevant related work that we have not
highlighted in previous sections.
Multi-radio wireless networks: There has been much
work on the general idea of multi-radio wireless radios. This
work has explored many combinations including Bluetooth
+ WiFi [1, 5, 37], WiFi + LTE [7, 10, 26], and WiFi + 60 GHz
[47]. This work has leveraged multi-radio combinations for
energy-efficiency [1, 15, 21, 24, 25], traffic management [14],
mobility management [38], and routing management [2, 11].
While there is similarity between these efforts and ours
at a high level, the crucial difference is that we are designing an multi-radio system that operates at ultra-low power
regimes between 1 µW to 1 mW, and can switch at microsecond granularity to react to highly dynamic channels. This
is a completely different design space and necessitates rethinking all layers of the stack.
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Active-Passive radios: There has been some recent work
that explores integration of active and passive components,
albeit in restricted ways. In terms of receiver side integration,
recent work on wakeup radios integrate passive envelope detectors with active receivers to enable extremely low power
remote wakeup [44, 45]. In terms of transmitter side integration, a recent short paper looks at reusing hardware elements
between 10 Mbps BPSK Backscatter and 1Mbps Bluetooth
[43]. A couple of approaches have explored integration at
higher layers of the stack as well. One is BLISP [19], which
we have previously discussed. Another is Braidio [17], which
leverages active and passive components for power offload
by shifting carrier generation between end-points. Our work
shows how such active-passive radio components can be
leveraged in every aspect of communication including data
transfer, measurement, and control messages.
Backscatter communication: There has been significant
activity in backscatter communication in recent years. A
significant fraction of this work has focused on repurposing
ambient carriers such as Bluetooth [12, 20, 57], WiFi [8, 23,
36, 54–57], Zigbee [20, 57], FM [51], and LoRA [48] to enable
backscatter communication. Recent work has also shown
that it is possible to use backscatter for applications like lowpower HD video streaming [33]. However, the issue of how
to deal with the inherent flakiness of passive radios under
channel dynamics has received very little attention. Morpho
bridges this gap.

11

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we present a new architecture for low-power
radios that leverages passive and active components in a
tightly intertwined manner to improve performance. In contrast to duty-cycling based radios that aim to maximize sleep
times to save power, polymorphic radios leverage passive
modes to save power. This is a new paradigm that is particularly useful for low-power radios that are used in streaming
mode to transmit data from or to wearable, IoT, and mobile
devices. We instantiate our ideas in a full hardware-software
stack that we call Morpho, and show that we can get up to
an order of magnitude improvements in energy-efficiency
while still being robust to channel fluctuations.
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